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Cleveland Sports Clubs 

 
1. Fill in the missing words. Use the words in the box!   

 
watching                    baseball                     every single 

favorite                                          seven 
bad                             quarterbacks 

year                     big three                         hometown 
went                                        won 

Cleveland  
   

Hi, my name is Nick and I’m from Cleveland, Ohio in the United States of America. 
In __________________ we have three major sports teams: One, Cleveland 
Cavaliers, and the second is the Cleveland Indians, and last is the Cleveland 
Browns.  

The Cleveland Cavaliers ___________ the NBA finals in 2016, led by LeBron 
James. The Cleveland Cavaliers ____________ from a three to one deficit to win 
the NBA finals. LeBron James was the MVP of the series.  

LeBron was in Cleveland to play for his ___________________ 
in 2010. After that season in ____________ he came back to 
Cleveland to win a championship for his hometown and after the 
first year in 2015 he did not win in six games, but in 2016 he won 
it for his hometown, along with Kyrie Irving and Kevin Love – the 
__________________ of Cleveland.  

The Cleveland Browns were coming up in the league and they 
made it to the World Series in 2016 but lost in ___________ 
games. They were led by Francisco Lindor, their shortstop. The 
Cleveland Browns are awful, let’s just go like that. They’re just 
____________ but there are some good sides out of them even 
though they’re all in ten. They’ve been having injuries with their 
quarterbacks, so I mean, they’ve had six 
______________________________ take a snap. 
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So the Cleveland Cavaliers are basketball, the Cleveland Indians are 
_____________________, and the Cleveland Browns are football not soccer, 
football.  

My __________________ team is the Cleveland Cavaliers because, you know, 
they’re good but we used to be season ticket holders for the Cleveland Browns 
until they raised the price. The Cleveland Indians – we’ve been going there 
__________________ year so I mean, we’re just a mix of all three. The 
Cleveland Browns stadium is called FirstEnergy Stadium, the Cleveland Indians 
stadium is called Progressive Field and the Cav’s stadium is called Quicken Loans 
Arena.  

Thank you for ______________________________! 
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2. Tick true or false!   

  T  F 

1     

2     

3     

4     

5     

 

 

 

1 Nick is from Toronto. 

2 There are three major sports teams in Cleveland. 

3 The Cleveland Browns made it to the World Series in 2014. 

4 The Cleveland Cavaliers are the baseball team in Cleveland. 

5 The Cleveland Indians stadium is called Progressive Field. 
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3. Match the sentence halves. Add the numbers! 

1  The Cleveland Cavaliers won the 
NBA finals in 2016, 

  One, Cleveland Cavaliers and the 
second is the Cleveland Indians and 
last is the Cleveland Browns. 

2  LeBron James was     injuries with their quarterbacks. 

3  In Cleveland we have three major 
sports teams:  

  the MVP of the series. 

4  They’ve been having     Quicken Loans Arena. 

5  The Cav’s stadium is called     led by LeBron James. 
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